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SUMMARY

At the beginning of the 21st century, all nations in the world are facing such global problems as environmental pollution, the mitigation of natural disasters, global climate change, exhausted mineral resources, lack of clean water, foodless and poverty. The National Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI), a component of the Global Spatial Data Infrastructure (GSDI), plays very important role in creating a model of the Real World. The people can use this model to monitor all human activities, to control exploitation of natural resources and environmental protection, to ensure sustainable development of country.

It is well known that survey and mapping work is the process of spatial data production to set up GSDI and NSDI on the basis of accepted globally data standards. In current time, the analog technology of survey and mapping has already been changed to the digital technology. The real world has become closer, the distance between people has become shorter in the Real World model of GSDI. Under this point of view, the digital concept of survey and mapping was created, which required a new concept of training for the digital surveying and mapping. In implementation practice, several universities in Vietnam have decided to open the training on Geomatics or Geoinformation instead of traditional training on survey and mapping.

In association with training of surveyors on technology, spatial data production, this training should be focused on several applications of GSDI/NSDI to support sustainable development planning, to ensure decisions making in leading works, to facilitate dialogs between governments and people, to forecast natural/human disasters, to monitor impacts of development on social and environmental sustainability, etc.
For those who work in the surveying and mapping in Vietnam to involve actively and effectively in such problems, it is necessary to make reformation in training for surveying and mapping in the current period when the country is integrating into the world economy.
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